On the weekend of October 10 -12, 2008 Southern Appalachian Young Friends met at the
Asheville Meetinghouse for a retreat on the theme of listening. This is our message , This is
our story:
This was pone of the better SAYFs for me. I think I was more relaxed and less afraid to spend
time with people I didn’t know as well. I also felt that Jon Watts music was really beautiful and
up-beat even tho some of the songs were personal to him and sad. I love sayf so much and every
time I come I feel so alive, and I love all my friends here and their amazing hugs.
XOXO
Jon Watts is a genius. Cuddling in the sunshine was lovely. Having the most comfortable cozy
sleeping spot last night was SUPERB. Contra dancing (that at times resembled a swing dance
with creepin’ music) is always joyful, even when Bonnie & I were utterly confused & resorted to
breaking out our awkward disco dancing moves. Oh, and Mark should b shunned from any &
every word game from this point on. He makes everyone else seem like they barely passed 2 nd
grade.
In translation: another wonderful retreat.
With love always,
Madeline
Only being my first SAYF retreat, I guess I felt a little awkward * out of place (okay really awkward).
That didn’t last long – it can’t last long, the way everyone’s so nice & friendly. And okay, a few more
toilets would have been great & if I had had a pad to sleep on I wouldn’t b so sore, but what’s that in the
grand scheme of things?
One of the things I really love about Quaker youth is that they aren’t afraid of intimacy. If some of my
acquaintances from school came they would either sit in the corner & try not to let anyone touch them or
they would be in the thick of things with their hands everywhere. The point I’m trying to get across is,
basically, I’m so glad we’re friendly & not perverts! I could go on but I would take up all the paper.
Love & kisses,
McKenzie M.

This is Emmanueline Nizigiyimana of October 12, 2008. I have a good time to say Good
morning for everyone. I am very happy because I see many good friend at friends meeting.
I like this groups because I see something funny. I have a good name is Elise. Elise I will
miss you because you so good girl. You are very nice girl. Thanks for everything. God bless
everybody. I love will!!!

This weekend was fun, even though I got my head trampled in wink. The newbies that came,
you guys are awesome. Hope you come to more retreats. I ? you guys! See you soon!
Kaitlynn
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SAYF always makes me feel comfortable enough that I can act out how I feel. And usually that’s
a good thing, except that I haven’t been feeling very good lately. So I was a little out of it this
past retreat, and find myself only able to remember hazy details of the weekend.
I want to say thank you for holding me in the light these past few days. I felt truly loved and
cared for here (as always). Thank you to the wonderful FAPs & drivers & John Watts and the
chakra man, and most of all to all of you for your beautiful selves and lights and presences.
Love always.
And what is SAYF without ____ time?! There better b a piano next month.
Where once I would
Happily
Float
A creature bobbing in the ocean
of community,
Now I am a friend of the moon
Helping to guide the tides
Keeping the others bobbing safely
From a distance perhaps,
But happily
I glow for them.
? Bonnie

On the weekends Oct 10, 2008 Friday I will coming to the Tennessee. So, I see
something in here. Also, I am graduation on this groups. I am not tell my name but you
know that I want to know information.

When I first got here I was so BORED. I just wanted to leave and be done with it, but th next
morning I started to get to know people. After awhile, I started having fun. I met som awesome
people and made some cool friends. I learned how to play an awesome game called wink and got
my leg run over. I was kept up all night by my friends who were telling the best jokes. Fofo
taped a Barbie with crabs in Chris’s hair. He ripped it out in his sleep.
I now have an older sister who is totally awesome. I also have a younger sister who hits people.
She is a bully but she is sexy cool when she is not hurting me ( or poking me).
All in all, I am glad I came.
I really like tacos. This was a good retreat.
Love, Sophie.
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First off, I would like to apologize to El Sophie, El Austin Man, and El Pescado Sam. You did
not graduate, despite what I wrote in the last epistle. Lo muy muy siento. Muy Muy muy siento.
The number for this retreat is 5.
This retreat was in a word, tiring. Too much listening can be bad for your health, because then
you just fall asleep. Like people did. Maybe it was the meetinghouse, the weather or the Batman
Lucky Charms, but everyone seemed dead. On a brighter note, it is sunny outside. An I’m full of
energy. My chakra points are bursting with energy. Big balls of energy.
Except not. And now, Season 1 of....(drum roll) ... Shoutouts! First time. Should be good. Now
then...
Xavier: Commandment 11: Thou shalt not Beast Ian. Booyah.
Emma: * squish *
Alise: And now you can swing. And waltz. You’re welcome.
Sophie: What do you call a man who shaved his head but now it’s fuzzy and soft? Give up?
Phorest!
Phorest: Remember – never stick your hand in a jar of jelly beans.
Tim: Don’t trust Me.
Bonnie: B-B-B- Bonnie!
Lincoln: The Magical Hug and Massage Fairy lays a curse upon you! No more Lucky Charms
for you, buddy! Don’t hog!
Lekey: You PHail. Epic PHail.
Emily, Chrissy, Kama and Samantha - * saiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiifff *
Joseph: I’m the Hiphopopottomus. My lyrics are bottomless...
Terra: My arm.
Joseph – When in the course of human events we tape your ear, it looks like a cocoon that’s
bursting at the seams. Well, maybe not quite bursting.
B-B-B-Bonnie: I’m glad you found your shoe. And your socks rock my world. Yours too, Alise.
Apologies again, un- graduates,
I-I-I- Ian
Dear you all! This was an unexpected retreat for me, but I am glad I came. Asheville is a lovely
place to be. I feel that all these friends are so sweet. They welcomed me with open arms and
time and my brother. That means a lot that ya’ll cared for and about my brother and I.
So the floor was crazy hard, but hey at least we have a floor to sleep on; kids in other countries
are lucky if they have that. When I look around this room I notice how beautiful each person is
and I’m glad I get to spend time with you all. I will cherish this young time in my life...forever.
Little Emma is amazing and adorable ?.
Thanks for being so open and Good Luck 2 everyone!!
? ? Leah Lekich
* Oh yeah, contra dancing was fun; I loved dancing with young folks!
* The Swahili songs were touching; I wanted to translate them though!

Why couldn’t Helen Keller drive?

Because she was a woman.
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Well I have to admit this retreat was rather nice considering I spent all day Friday trying to not
have to go. Friday night was enjoyable in the fact that we got to see all the lovely SAYFers and
that I got to sleep in the cool room with several of my friends. Saturday was okay. I sort of
enjoyed the chakra exercise except it got repetitive after awhile. The compassionate listening
activity was nice except it took only 3 minutes to go through Ian, Chris’s and my conflicts. I
blame this mainly on Chris’s only conflict was he didn’t want to sit down. Free time was rather
nice because I got to lay down and hang with my friends. My favorite part though was when
Taylor, Terra and I went outside and got to learn some interesting things from and about ach
other. Hope they’ll remember everything we talked about and learned, because I know I will ?
That si all I have to say really except sorry to all those who my bad feelings and tiredness
affected in negative ways.
- Shoutouts –
Zavier: Curse you for tainting my acquaintance-in-law!!! (Lincoln). Thanks for providing so
many of us with hands on fun for the weekend and heck, call if you really want.
Ian: Manly expressions of love...oh and I won’t lose next time we pretend to fight.
Terra: Much thanks for hanging with me through some of my problems and who’s your father
now (playground, when you where in the tube and I was on top of it).
Alex: Seriously you scare the **** out of me but we’re eyeliner buddies so I guess you’re on of
my kind. I’ll just have to coach you on some more pure habits.
Taylor: For hanging with me and enjoying the things we learned on the porch, oh and for being
such a comfy person. I ?U!!!

My experience with this SAYF retreat was overall pretty fun. It was good to be able to be away
from home for awhile. I did ma ny fun things there and made some friends at this retreat. I am
glad that I went to the retreat.
This retreat was a little weird for me, mainly because my mind was off in another town,
thinking of someone. However, I had plenty of fun, and laughed a bit, especially when Alex
had covered himself with sleeping bags and pillows and various other things to see how
many people would step on him. It feels like I have more to say, but I can’t think of
anything.
Love,
Autumn
PS Emanuel says hi & sorry that he couldn’t make it. ?
PPS Oh yah, Bethany misses you guys too.

When I first walked inside SAYF retreat I asked myself “What am I doing here with all these
teenagers!” It turned out to be a beautiful weekend with much sharing of work, play and
inner light. Thank you everyone.
Mari
Taro’s mom in case you didn’t notice.
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Men... this retreat was ... well... SAYF- ish!
SO the first thing that was AWESOME was that we picked Ellen and Eloise up at the cracker
barrel that is the place where Lekey and Will stopped to get _____ Mountain Doo.
So we were like the first ones here, so we dug into the cookies. So, overall, great retreat.
So I’m bored. Shoutouts:
Xavier: Umm... cowbois?
The Laney: I like your red freakin hair, yo.
Caleb: I didn’t know you had 2 piercings!
Tim: Sufi my acquaintance!
Taylor: hi...?
Alex: Your red pants are boss pimpin.
Chrissy: I like the Pink Panther too!
Ian: You R Beest
Terra: Haircut!!!
Phorest: Maybe a little bit o’ hair.
Madeline: Pretty freakin cool
Alise * hug *
Gabe: Nwbie!! WOOF!
Joseph: Velcro...
Zan: Elf!
OK enough with the shoutouts. So on Saturday, I played wink for the first time! I got my A**
solemnly kicked... all in good fun. We should have played Bink, wink in the dark! I really liked
the meeoosiic workshop with Mr. Lightbulb.
So, This retreat kicked major BUTT
Lincoln S.

Again, I am so happy and honored and nurtured to b with you all for the weekend. The Love and
compassion you/we share for one another is a gift. The music was great – thanks Jon! The game
of Take was intense – thanks word-o-philes! Getting put in my place was humbling. Thanks
Mark....
This weekend was a great lesson in living in the moment – thanks everyone.
The beautiful young Geezer –
Mary the FAP

Lets start off saying that this place is beautiful. I’ve been to many retreats, yet somehow I’m
always busy during Asheville. But anyways, it’s awesome here. I had fun too. Getting to see
you guys is always a blessing in my heart. Yay. I got random thoughts!! Sitting outside listening
to th music being played...fun, chillin in the bathroom talking on the phone....fun, seesawing...fun, standing by the road for about an hour to see someone for 5 minutes...eh...fun,
putting Zan’s hair in pig tails... tons of fun!, almost falling down the stairs... not so fun, BUT
watching someone falling down them...fun! ? hehe. Those just pop up in my head. I’m done.
I ? u all.
Stay Beautiful, Chrissy
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Hi everyone. I had a hard time being here this retreat. It felt odd being here. I’m sure it was
obvious I was unhappy, its gotten to be a point where hiding how I feel is almost impossible.
And there’s more wrong with me than I care to admit. I’m really wanting to try to figure out
how I need to fix it all. I hope I can find myself as drawn and as accepted into the SAYF
community as I did almost four years ago. I feel torn between all the love I have for everyone
here and the love I can’t seem to find for myself. It’s hard to get involved in a community again
but even more difficult when you feel like an outcast. maybe it’s just m and maybe next retreat I
won’t feel this way. It’s just the low before the high. Everyone keeps telling me it will be alright.
Hopefully it will. I’ve needed this community so long I’m not sure where I stand on the scale
anymore. I’m sorry if I was a distraction. But I’ve felt like I’ve been sinking and I needed SAYF
to help me through the feeling. To be perfectly honest this retreat was not helpful. Next month I
hope to see everyone again. This confusion is getting tome so I must think.
Farewell until November.

There are times in life where time flies by but also is slowed down. That’s how this retreat feels.
It came fast, went slow but at the same time went by fast. I remember sitting outside thinking it
was eleven and then looking at a watch I notice it is only 9:30. I think my favorite part of this
retreat was the car ride up, minus the sexual talk among younger friends in th back.
I notice that I listen a lot more than I did when I first came here. Now I listen to every noise my
ears pick up. Now I listen to pens and paper rustle & it reminds me oh school tomorrow and how
much studying I have to do (the SATs & midterms are on the same week ?.
I loved being here with you amazing people. I love meeting newbies & seeing Zan again (I stayed
in Nashville and met him & the youngest brother). I loved seeing that Phorest’s hair is growing.
I’m sorry if I seemed a bit out of it this weekend. I had fall break last week and chose to spend it
awake till four am. I’m really sorry for those who had to deal with me yelling in my sleep Friday
night. I had a dream I was trying to get Alise a my-little-pony lunch box. last one on the shelf &
man tried to tak e it so I started yelling. but I got it in the end.
I loved the activities that were planned. I missed being part of this community for these past few
weeks.
I will see you all soon!!
? I love you always and forever in my heart you will stay.
Samantha
pee-es ? someone got peanut butter ? meaning peanut butter kisses from Dex.

October retreat = many many ? s. I think I was especially grateful to be here this month because I
really had n o idea if I was coming until Friday morning. And of course, I was NOT AT ALL
disappointed. Thank you f(F)riends for your support & caring.
No haiku battles?
What nonsensical sadness.
I love those wars only.
Love Ellen
PS We will get them next time Dahey.
My love is a flower beginning to bloom.
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Sooooo.....SAYF....Whatever shall I write?
At first, I wasn’t going to come. I wanted a restful weekend at home. But I decided to come
anyway, because my mom convinced me that I needed people more than I needed sleep. So, I
cam and I am glad I did.
On Friday night, I discovered that having markers thrown at me makes me hyper. (Thanks
Terra). That’s about all I remember from Friday though... I must have been too tired.
On Saturday, I woke up later than like everyone. Did you know that cocoa puffs turn your milk
into chocolate milk? I discovered that yesterday. I was really tired during the morning
workshop, but I’d never hard Quaker rap before so that’s cool. Then the afternoon was pretty
fun, especially at the free time! But the workshop was fun, especially the line crossing game. We
need to play that more often * remembers we’re planning the next retreat *Definitely.
Dinner Clean was fun (as always) and took forever (as always). Then I got pulled into contra
dancing which ended up being ok. Sooo.....our uh...interesting conversation on the porch *
nudges Terra * Yaaay! Then I discovered that it’s nearly impossible to throw a hat at someone
and get it to land perfect on their head. except Zan. I got him on the first try. BTW, Zan is an elf.
Yummmm....Uh...I’m tired. Guess what. If you add “tastic” to a word, it’s great. Like
sketchtastic & kinktastic. So how about...SAYFTASTIC!!!
I lurve you all,
? Tay-Tay
PS I really got nothing. I just feel lik e Epistles need postscripts ?

“It is lovely when we take a moment to reflect on the beauty within all of us”. John the Quaker
also known as John “the Maverick”...alias Santa Bunny

Over this retreat I’ve been thinking a lot about when I first started coming to SAYF. A lot has
changed since I was 13, and I find myself seeing a bit of 13 year old me in the younger SAYFers.
I’ll be turning 18 in April, but I still have another year of high school. To be honest, I’m not
really sure if I feel it is appropriate to continue my life in the SAYF community into that point.
The same way I feel about being one of the most senior SAYFers but not being a nurturer. It just
kind of feels weird being older than most of the rest of the community. And it will feel even
weirder if my peers have graduated.
I dislike deodorant,
Dex
This Ruth. Hello everyone. I have time to say hi for everybody. So I like this groups
because I see many good thing. Elise you are cool girl. Sophia I like your song is so
beautiful. Buy everybody. I love Cuss.

Think about why we come to SAYF...Reach out to everyone...otherwise what is the
point.
~ Anyone
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My Daney, Delaney, Laney, LaneyDe ? ? I love you much forever. please come next month &
then stay forever! ? you are my favorite ever.
Caleb ? cool newbie ? yay! ?
Emma – I love seeing you again because you are so bubbly. and energetic. and caring. ?
The group over there ? shhhhh...but love.
Kama, I love you. You give best warmest hugs in the world.
My dearest couch companions ? I had so much fun with ya’ll. Move to Chattanooga, please. I
will share my room with you gladly, although the floor may never be seen. I love you. ?s.
Things I discovered this weekend:
1. Caleb & Joseph knew each other before this.
2. Zanden is Dex’s brother.
3. Mary is their mother.
So I was all like “yeah” and he was all like “what” and I was like “SUP” and then that girl
Shabookie walks in and she is like “hmmmm” and I’m all like “cha” and he’s all like “radical”,
and I hate that word so I was all like “we’re so zone” and he’s all like “BooBooBo” and that’s all
when the FedEx truck pulled up and I got a box and the FedEx guy was all like “sign here” and
I was all like “K”, and I closed the door and the Fedex truck was all like “Broom” and I was all
like “WOW” and I opened the box and it was soooooo a pair of shoes I bought, and that was
friggin sweet!
- Shabookie.
Josephine, Camron, Ivy....... COME BACK!!!!
- Phorest
PS NOW!
PPS Please?
PPPS “Waaaa” I want my Ninga back!!!!!
PPPPS Hey look a Big Bunny rabbit in a Santa hat....you know what that means right?
Donnie Darko 2:
The Return of Frank!
PPPPPS Now that’s a game of Wink! Two Fights! and for some reason I was in both of them.
PPPPPPS We need Will Harmon back, and his skills in describing Wink.
“Slap some jam on that”

....... apple
- Joe 6 pack
Wedding rings 1,00000
Wedding cake 2,0000
Loving Ellen Priceless
“Money can’t buy me lo-ove” but I love you anyway. ?
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My Epistle
The excitement began when I got here. We came in and put our stuff down. Then we
caught up with people we knew. There were a lot of new people. My favorite things were
wink (even though it wasn’t as good as it always is) but it was still fun. The energy dance
was interesting. I beat Zavier in Wink.
and I like the game of finger fencing except against Ian who breaks your hand.
Chris (aka) for some reason CAT WO-MAN
PS Someone taped a Barbie to me while I slept.
PPS I can’t find my stuff sack.
Last night as I was falling asleep I was thinking of many things that I was thankful fir from this weekend.
Here are just a few:
1. Thanks to Gary and Pat and the fine folks at Asheville Meeting for giving up their weekend to be
with us. You had no children of your own her and not even any Asheville Young Friends here, yet
gave so generously of your time and energy.
2. Thank you to Bonnie and Sophie for singing the angel song to me in my own private concert.
Perhaps I like that song so much because you are angels, singing like angels, about angels.
3. Thank you to Jon Watts for singing that song about Tom Foxx. It opened my heart.
Love, Therese

Dear SAYF,
Hahaha you didn’t really think I would miss an epistle-writing opportunity did you? When I
realized I would be missing the totally groovy Asheville retreat, I decided to take matters into my
own hands. So now it’s Oct 13, the Monday after SAYF. And I’m sitting in my room having just
read through the epistles from the ATL retreat.
What can I say, I work when the muses move me.
? Missed you lovelies this lame-o weekend.
? As some of you know, I went to a dance instead. Unfortunately it did not last all
weekend. So my Sayf battery power is dwindling...
Sorry for lameness
Of missing past SAYF retreat
But I still love you.
Next retreat I swear
How Lekey write this
You will feel my chill presence
When she not come to Sayf, huh?
It is in Knoxville.
She is magical.
Sends love to Sayfers
Big hugs, back rubs and chill vibes
Next retreat: be there.
This past retreat was probably awesome. But I don’t know cause I WASN”T THERE!!!!
Sooo my love to everyone, and especially big hug to Therese if she actually puts this with the
epistles.
Peace out home skill-ets,
Lekey like Becky
PS This really is pathetic. But ti shows how much I miss you if I have to write a surrogate
epistle, right?
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